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Abstract—In this research, a multi-tasking protection and control device has been designed and implemented has the ability to control and manage automatically the supply of electrical power from various sources to electric appliances connected to the light loading line (3L). At the same time, providing comprehensive protection for the appliances by delaying the supply of power for short period of time during the moment of conversion from one source to other in order to protect it from damage. The mechanism working of the proposed device depends on detecting the problem, diagnosing it and choosing the appropriate solution for it, and then organizing the supply from the appropriate source, and as a result ensure supply power to home appliances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general terms, in Iraq, the three feeders lines (L1, L2 and L3) of the national grid for electrical power distributed inside the houses in such a way that is the light-load appliances like lighting lamps, television, freezer, refrigerator, washing machine, surveillance cameras, etc. are connected to one of the electrical power supply lines called light load line (3L). While the other two lines are usually intended for heavy-load devices such as air conditioners heaters and others. So the focus is on 3L, due to the fact that the power supply of this line comes from various sources such as the national grid, diesel generator, solar energy, UPS and others. The goal is that the necessary appliances connected to this line should continue to operate for the longest possible period of time.

Any malfunction on the 3L leads to the suspension of the operation of the devices or the malfunction of some of them. Therefore, it is necessary to provide an effective and automatic protection mechanism for this line when switching from various processing sources to maintain the devices connected to it.

For the purpose of ensuring continued supply of electrical energy, three sources are used for this purpose, which are solar, mains grid and diesel generator, switching between these three sources are applied by using automatic phase selector, but, this device does not take into account the voltage levels of the power supply sources, as well as the absence of a delay time in the transition from one source to another [1]. The influence of the connection of a group of parallel household electrical appliances on the effective protection distance of the system. The study found that there is directness where the SPD protection distance increases when many household appliances are connected in parallel [2].

Design, simulation and implementation of automatic phase selector and changeover switch for 3-phase supply are used, but this design don’t limited or explain the amount of load can be used for this circuit [3]. Three phase supply is connected to conductor and (12 V) gear motor. any one of the three phases is touch by the conductor. The changing from one phase to another is done via the connected the gear motor to conductor in a way that allows that change. But the weakness is in the use of an automatic selector based on a gear motor in which the mechanical movement is subject to defects in the position of the mechanical parts [4].

Construction of a real laboratory automatic transfer switch (ATS) and three phase selector by using electromechanical relays and comparators are implemented [5]. Automatic method for detection and correction the fault in three-phase electrical power feeders design depend on using microcontroller are implemented [6]. A real time auto phase selector was design that automatically selecting the right active phase from the three national power grid. And as a result prove continuity of supply the power to the customer [7].

Provide protection of home appliances in low voltage (LV) distribution system then to avoid their failure due to abnormal operating conditions. This by monitoring over voltage, under voltage and over current conditions [8]. Malfunctions and failures in the supply of electrical energy cause disturbance to the reliability of the quality and safety of the power system. Therefore, having a protection system for electrical appliances dispels these fears and hassles and is therefore an integral part of power systems [9,10].

The current and excess current in the electrical power system is the condition in which the value is greater than the required value, and this process of course leads to excessive heat generation in the conductive wire of the electricity, which leads to the result of damage to electrical equipment [11,12].

In this paper, design of a multi-tasking protection system was developed to organize and controls the process of supplying energy to the 3L from various sources based on the planned priorities.

The process of switching from one source to another occurs in case of stopping the current source with the highest priority and so on. Other hand, providing an appropriate period of time for moving from one source to another in order to protect household appliances from damage resulting from sudden conversion, especially devices that contain compressors such as a refrigerator, freezer and a water cooler. Other task of the device is that it works without human intervention, thereby protecting it from rounding to lethal power sources. Also
ensuring the continuity of supplying energy to customers at all times and conditions, as well as not requiring the use of individual protective devices for each home appliance.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The proposed design divided into multi units, each unit responsible for the specific function. Some of these units are implemented through hardware, while the others are implemented jointly through the hardware and software. As a result, the sum of these units is covered by the whole system requirements. Fig. 1 represents the block diagram of the proposed system design.

Arduino Uno board is the central unit of the system. This board is used in large applications, because of the handling, connection and programming. Important things and other features generate a desire to direct to use such devices, like a very wide range of applications from simple project to complex, high quality, low price and ease of availability without any trouble [13]. It is an ideal solution for different control applications, because it have (14) inputs digital lines and (6) analog lines. The board have 8 bit microcontroller based on ATmega328, 16 MHz ceramic resonator, SRAM 2kb and flash memory 32kb.[14]

The A.C voltage level sensing unit will received three lines A.C 220 volt inputs and then output three lines with low level D.C voltages equivalent to the corresponding of input phases of power system. These low level lines connect to the three analog input ports (A0, A1, and A2) of the Arduino board. After implement the algorithm, the system will output correct decision in the form of five control signals from Arduino digital ports (1, 2, 3, 9, 10). These signals denoted as follows:
- (L1_C) the control signal for line one (phase 1).
- (L2_C) the control signal for line two (phase 2).
- (L3_C) control signal for line three (phase 3).
- (VR_C) control signal for voltage regulator.
- (UPS_C) control signal for UPS.

For the case, when the level voltage of all the three lines of power system are lower or higher than the standard level then the feeding of 3L turns from the voltage regulator by setting the control signal (VR_C). At the same time, the LCD will display (ph1=F, ph2=ok and ph3=d.c).

III. SYSTEM FLOW CHART

The algorithm approach to the proposed design start by the continuity testing the level voltage of phase one, if its right value within the standard level, directly convert the power source from this phase to output 3L, this is by setting the control signal (L1_C) and don’t care the other two control signals (L2_2), (L3_C). At the same time, the LCD will display the word (ph2= d.c, ph3= d.c and ph1=ok). Where the F for fault, d.c for don’t care and ok for right. While when there is a fault in this phase, the process converts to check the level voltage of second phase, if its right value within the standard level, the supply source of 3L will change to L2, this occur by setting the control signal (L2_C) and don’t care the control signal (L3_C) and disable (L1_C). At the same time, the LCD will display (ph1=F, ph2=F and ph3=ok).

The same testing process is performed on there phase, when there is a defect in the first and second phases. If its right value within the standard level, the supply source of 3L will change to L3, this is by setting the control signal (L3_C). At the same time, the LCD will display (ph1=F, ph2=F and ph3=ok).

For the case, when the level voltage of all the three lines of power system are lower or higher than the standard level then the feeding of 3L turns from the voltage regulator by setting the control signal (VR_C).

The final case when all the power line is cutting or stopping, the supply of 3L will change to UPS though setting the control signal (UPS_C). These successive checks are detailed explain in the flowchart of Fig. 2.
IV. CIRCUIT CONNECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION

The schematic diagram of the proposed system is shown in the Fig. 3.

The central processing units represented by Arduino board through which the design will process all system analysis to output right decision depend on the proposed algorithm by using the sketch Arduino software. The software used for developed the sketch is called the Integrated Development Environment IDE [15, 16].

The A.C voltage level sensing unit consist of the following components: 3–step down transformers (220/12 volt 400 mA or 1 Amp), 3–bridge rectifier, 470µF capacitor as a filter, 2.2 kΩ, 1.5 kΩ for each phase as a divider to down the D.C voltage from 12 v D.C to less than 5 v D.C which are denoted as (L1.d.c, L2.d.c and L3.d.c) corresponding to three input phases. These three D.C voltages will connect to Arduino analog inputs (A0, A1 and A2).

The operating code is writing and downloads to Arduino board for performs the calculation and analysis process. After testing, reading and analyzing each of the three input states, a decision will be issued specifying the type of power supply source that will be connected to 3L. The components inside the red box of the circuit diagram that are (U1, U2, U5, U7, RL1 and RL2), it represents the unit responsible for supply all the components of the system, including the arduino board with required voltages.

![Fig 3. Final proposed circuit diagram](image)

The components (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11) are used as indicator for the output control signals to detect each one is active or not. The components (U4, RL3, RL4, RL5, RL6, RL7) are used to control the conversion of the appropriate electrical power source 220 volts A.C to 3L depend on decision output by system algorithm.

The ULN2003 IC, which is an array of seven NPN Darlington pairs. This IC is used for driving the relays because its high-voltage and high-current, it has the ability to sustaining a load of 500 mA, 50 volts output [17,18]. Finally the LCD is used to display the system status.

![Fig 4. Prototype circuit connection at normal operation](image)

V. TEST AND RESULTS:

Before actually connecting the prototype and before entering into the complexities of the physical connection, it is necessary to use appropriate tools for the purpose of carrying out possible initial checks and ensuring that all components of the system are operating as planned. In order to achieve this, a specialized and appropriate simulation program should be selected and used. Therefore, A Proteus 8 professional simulator program chosen for the following reasons: Repetitive use due to its efficiency in checking the operation of analog and digital systems. The simulation gives results similar to the results of the final tests of physical circuits and also as a result of its uses in a wide range of applications for these purposes [19, 20].

Connecting the prototype in the normal operating state is shown in the Fig. 4 it was neglected to address the voltage regulator and UPS device because they are external devices ready and only need to control their operation through the proposed device. The control signals responsible for operating the two devices are: (VR.C) responsible for control the voltage regulator device subscribing with relay (RL6). The (UPS.C) control signal, responsible for control UPS device subscribing with relay (RL7). Therefore, the checks were focused on the three phase. A white lamp was attached to a 3L line as an indication that it was being fed electrical power from a suitable source.

Three power sources priority checking, starts from sensing the three phases coming from the national grid to the home. By analysis the first phase connect to analog input (A1), then the second phase connected to analog input (A2), finally the third phase connected to analog input (A3).

First priority for power source is the first phase, if the voltage level reading for it is correct, i.e. within the standard level, so this line becomes a power supply source for 3L, if not, transferred to the second priority then to there'd priority.

But if there is a problem with the voltage reading level of all three phases, such as being higher or lower than the standard level, then the power supply is transferred to another source, which is the voltage regulator.
Last priority is to switch to the UPS as a source of power supply to 3L. The resort to this source during the occurrence of a state of disconnection in the three phases entering the house, in which the household energy source will switch to the third source, which is via UPS. Usually, what is resorted to this source is in cases of emergency. Table I summarizes all possibilities and priorities for supplying the 3L to the electrical power source with the required control signals for each case.

### VI. SOME CASES OF THE SYSTEM TESTING AND WORKING

To ensure that the proposed system works and responds as planned, it must be exposed to common instances of faults in the national electric power supply grid. It should be noted that the defects are in the form of cutting, weakness, or height in one or more of the phases entering the house. Therefore, some checks are required. The aim of these tests is to ensure that the system can sense and detect the malfunction, the decision taken to determine the priority and whether it is according to the priorities drawn and the mechanism used to connect one of the power sources to 3L. Determining the low or high level is according to demand and can be changed easily, but for examination purposes, assuming that the standard level is within the ranges (180 to 250 volts).

#### A. Normal three phases

The first test is to check the system’s operation with normal conditions, this means, feeding the system with three correct feeders, i.e. the voltage level of all feeders within the standard level. The decision taken in the case is to allow the feeder of higher priority (Ph1) to pass to feed 3L. This is by enable the control signal (L1_C). Activating this control signal causes the indicator LED to glow as shown in Fig. 4, which represents the behavior of the system in this test. Also notice the LCD will display (Ph2= d.c , Ph3= d.c) at first line and(Ph1=ok) at the second line as evidence of the passage of phase one to 3L.

#### B. Normal Two Phase and Weak One Phase

One of the common faults in the national grid for supplying electricity to homes is a malfunction in one of these inputs to the home. The malfunction is weak the level of voltage in one of these phases, less than the standard level. In this case if the weakness was in the phase one and the other two phases (phase two and three) have normal voltage level. In this case, the decision takes second priority and don't cares for the others which lead to supply the 3L from Ph2, this is by activate the control signal (L2_C). Other things related to this case are the glow of LED to signify enable of control signal (L2_C). Also the LCD will display the word (ph1=F, ph3=d.c, ph2=ok) this means, phase one fault, phase three don’t care and phase two represent the active right phase that connect to 3L. Examination this case is shown in the Fig. 5.

#### C. Normal One, Cutting the Other and Weak the There’d

Another situation that may occur is that, the weakness of one of the phases, cut in the other, and the normal condition in the third. The practical application of such a case is as shown in the Fig. 6 when phase one at low level (weak state), phase two is in a cutting state and phase three have normal level. When such case occurs, the logical behavior of the system is to pass the normal level phase to output i.e Ph3 to feed the 3L, this is by activating the control signal (L3_C) and disable the others signals.

This case, as mentioned above, is shown in Fig. 6, where the three input screens display the state of the three phase (Ph1=163 v, Ph2= OFF and Ph3= 201 v), LCD display the system output decision of the three phases (Ph1=F, Ph2= F, Ph3=ok) this means, phase one fault, phase two fault and phase three represent the right output phase that connected to 3L.

The there’d LED will lighted to indicate for enable (L3_C) which means the effectiveness of the normal phase, which is the Ph3 in this case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority level 1</th>
<th>Priority level 2</th>
<th>Priority level 3</th>
<th>Priority level 4</th>
<th>Priority level 5</th>
<th>Control signal</th>
<th>3L Power source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ph.1 Level voltage</td>
<td>Ph.2 Level voltage</td>
<td>Ph.3 Level voltage</td>
<td>VR</td>
<td>UPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>L1_C</td>
<td>Ph1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low or high</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>L2_C</td>
<td>Ph2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low or high</td>
<td>Low or high</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>L3_C</td>
<td>Ph3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Low or high</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>VR_C</td>
<td>VR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Low or high</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>L3_C</td>
<td>Ph3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low or high</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>Don’t care</td>
<td>L2_C</td>
<td>Ph2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 5. Three-phase are exist but phase one at low level (173 volts)
D. Normal One Phase, Cutting the others two phases

Figure 7 explain other testing case, when two phases one and three are cutting and phase two is right phase. In this case, a decision will be generated that allows the Ph2 to feed the 3L, this is by activating the control signal (L2_C) and disable the others. The second LED will lighted to indicate for enable (L2_C) and LCD will display the word (ph1=F, ph3=F, ph2=ok) this means, phase one fault, phase three fault and phase two represent the right output phase that connected to 3L.

The behavior of the three phases, as in the four cases mentioned above, is one of the common cases of malfunctions that occur in the national electric power supply network, and it is one of the problems that cause inconvenience to the citizen and waste of money and effort.

For this reason, it was thought to find an automatic method for diagnosing and controlling the malfunction, and as a result, protecting household appliances from damage, which is as was done in this research.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, design and implementation of a prototype of a multitasking device to control the electrical energy supply of household appliances connected to a light load line. The proposed device has the automatic ability to control and selection of a safe power source with a protection mechanism when switching between different power sources. The design was carried out in two parts, hardware and software, then assemble these parts together for output with a proposed device. The objectives achieved using this device can be summarized as follows:

1. Continuous supply of electrical appliances connected to 3L of electrical energy for the longest possible period of time.
2. Protect appliances from sudden rise or fall in the energy supply of the national grid.
3. Provides a specific time delay when switching between different power sources. Hence, dispensing with the use of a separate protection device for each appliance.
4. Maintaining the priorities of energy supply sources and voluntary conversion from one source to another without the need for human intervention.
5. Providing excellent protection for the appliances from the rapid extinguishing process and operation, especially those that contain gas compressors such as refrigerators, freezers and water coolers.
6. Eliminating manual switching devices and individual protection devices leads to an economy of effort and money and reduces risks to humans, due to the lack of approaching the sources of lethal effort.
7. Feeling comfortable, safe and reliable to continue operating home appliances during sleep or leaving home.
8. Restriction or limitation of crossing the level of the voltage applied to the 3L within the standard level and not allow the influence of harmful voltages with high and low levels.

The requirements of using this type of devices may cover a wide range places like homes, hospital, warehouse, offices, banks, indisterials, factores, study halls and various workplaces. This system based on Arduino board, therefore its very useful because its easy to understand and maintenance in addition to other features like small size, low power consumption, low cost, simplicity and reliability. Testing and verification of the system in both parts hardware and software was performed and the proper functioning is ensured. In the future, it's possible to upgrade the system by adding another feature used in emergency cases to enable the customers to change to manual selection instead of automatic selection that may be use as assistance method in case of happen damage or any fault on the proposed device.
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